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Overall national goals

The parliament has established the following goals for 

Sweden’s security and the National Security Strategy 2017:

• to protect the life and health of the population,

• to protect society's functionality,

• to safeguard our ability to maintain our fundamental values such as 

democracy, rule of law and human rights and freedoms.

“What threatens any of the above goals is security threats. With this definition, 
our safety is also threatened by environmental degradation and climate 
change.”

(Ds 2007:46 Säkerhet i samverkan)



MSB aims at:

• Reducing the risks and vulnerabilities of society

• Developing the ability of society to deal with accidents, 

crises and war

• Strengthening, coordinate and direct the management of 

serious accidents, crises and war - extended assignment 

within Civil Defense



Also affecting the resilience of basic
services

7 prioritized sectors for actors to strengthen ability at 

national level;

• Energy supply

• Food supply

• Transport

• Health, medical and care services

• Financial services 

• Information and  communication 

• Protection, safety  and security 



Drivers for cooperation and action

International

Agenda 2030

Sendai Framework for 

Disaster Risk Reduction

Climate agreement  

National

National security strategy 

(2017)

Ongoing Study on 

national and local 

strategies for DRR

National strategy for 

climate adaptation (2018)





Summer 2018

• March, April, May less rainfall than 

normal in almost the whole country

• May and July close to five degrees 

above normal temperature

• May and July half of the normal rainfall

• Less water than normal in groundwater 

reservoirs

• Challenges in drinking water supply



Information system-fire danger in 
vegetation

• Decision support to prohibit fire outside

• Support to monitoring by small airplane

• Information to the public to prevent and be 
careful with fire (via Radio and TV, weather 
prognosis)

• Support for fire brigade for planning, tactic, 
methods

• 2018 also used for national extinguishing 
tactic (by MSB)

•



Sweden forest fires 2018

Sweden faced its most intense forest fire season in 

modern times. An estimated 21 500 ha of forest have 

burned to date in the whole country. 

Photo: UIISC7 



Fire danger increased very fast

High or extreme high FWI-level – long period
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MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST

7-21 June:
MSB special 

operation

2 July:
MSB reinstall special 

operation

10-19 June:
IT Canadair in 

prepositioning 

18-27 July:
Ground forces from DK, 

PL, DE, FR and FI

16 August:
The emergency was 

closed in CECIS

14-15 July:
The main fires in 

Trängslet and 

Kårböle start

16-21 July:
Helicopters from NO, DE 

and LT

17-25 July:
Planes from IT, FR and 

PT

25 May:
High risk of forest 

fires

9 June:
Request for 

prepositioning of 

aerial recourses from 
ERCC

5 July:
Extreme risk for 

forest firers



Fires over 0,5 ha located from 

aerial photo or satellite image



Proactive action
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Special operation

Photo: Per Larsson, MSB



Bild på frivilliga (röda korset) som hjälper till i insatsen…. 

Photo: Polismyndigheten



Information to the public about fire risks and 
how to handle fires

• Several media sources

• Application smart mobile phone

• Videos

• Weather forecast + fire danger warnings trough radio and TV

• Web sites (fire brigades, municipalities, tourists, newspapers, 

etc)

• Web sites (fire danger forecast from MSB and Swedish 

Meteorological and Hydrological Institute)

• Brochures in several languages  



• Specific routines and agreements 

- Education

- Machine operators

- Purchaser/dealer of timber

- Forestry workers 

- Also recommendations to forest farmers/owners 

(handbook for about 500 000 owners of small 

forests)

From 2017 forestry have to evaluate the fire risk 

and take action to prevent fires 



One of the largest UCPM missions inside Europe -

seven airplanes, six helicopters, 67 vehicles and 460 

people…

… plus eight helicopters, 18 vehicles and 120 people 

on bilateral basis
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Climate change simulations 

done by the Swedish 

Meteorological and 

Hydrological Institute show

Longer periods of high 

meteorological forest fire 

danger in the future



Winter Fires!!!???
Norway 2014 January



Issues related to Climate Change 
and to go further with

• New fire regimes: 

• Winter fires

• Extreme fire behaviour

• Fires that generates its own weather system



A well functioning Host Nation Support is key
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• More forest fire depots

• Fire fighting from the air

• host nation support

• Collaboration and management

• Focus and priority

MSB strengthens forest fire 

preparedness for the summer of 2019



Skills and training needs

Staff within municipal rescue 
services need more of;

• basic firefighter education 

• further education in management 

• special knowledge in forest fire 
fighting

• training facilities for increased 
staff capacity



Effective, but vulnerable society

Climate change can affect both individual 
health and society's functionality

The goal is a functioning, sustainable 
and resilient society

Cooperation both ways and means ...

Summary


